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At ease with
the sea
Fishermen no longer depend on traditional
wisdom before venturing to sea

A boon to fishermen
Fishermen no longer hesitate
to venture into the sea and no
more depend on traditional
wisdom such as looking for
congregation of birds, colour
and smell of the sea etc.
Thanks to the advisories that
Incois provides through electronic display boards, fisher-

Electronic display board

T P VENU

“A

few
thousand
earthquakes
of
less than three
magnitudes happen every
month across the globe. Only
a few of the magnitude of 9
plus can trigger a Tsunami,”
says Dr T Srinivas Kumar,
nonchalantly at the Tsunami
Early Warning Centre of the
Indian National Centre for
Ocean Information Services
(INCOIS) in Hyderabad.
Fresh from the success that
the centre achieved by conducting a mock drill by re-enacting the events of 26
December 2004, that wrecked
havoc and caused great loss to
life and property to the Indian
Ocean region.
He says that it was a huge
success and catapulted INCOIS to be a leader in dissemination of Tsunami bulletins.
Till recently the Pacific
Tsunami Warning Centre
(PTWC) and Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) provided Tsunami bulletins to the

Indian Ocean countries.
Starting from October 12,
2011, the Tsunami warning
centre at Hyderabad along
with other Regional Tsunami
Advisory service Providers of
the region namely Australia &
Indonesia, will take over the
responsibility of providing
tsunami bulletins to Indian
Ocean member countries.
When asked how the
Tsunami was re-enacted he
said that the event could be
planted in the computer with
magnitude, latitude, longitude
and depth. The aim was to
check the systems operational
capacity and efficiency of
communications in the wake
of an emergency. It indeed
was a huge success as
Tsunami bulletins were generated within 10 minutes and a
total of 15 bulletins in a day
were generated.
Also as part of the mock
drill, people in vulnerable locations such as Pillaichavadi
in Puducherry and four
coastal villages in Maharashtra were evacuated.

Dr T Srinivas Kumar,Scientist and Head ASG, Incharge, National Early
Warning Centre.

times and two to three times
increase in profit. More importantly, fishermen have
been greatly benefitted in
search time which is up to 3070 per cent.”
Ironical though it may seem
the Tsunami centre, situated
in the Deccan plateau and far
away from the coast, is indeed
a lifeline not only to fisherman

FROM SENDING
ALERTS ON
EARTHQUAKES TO
PROVIDING
INFORMATION TO
FISHERMEN,
INCOIS IS THE
LIFELINE TO THE
PEOPLE WHO LIVE
ON THE COAST
AND TO THE
COUNTRIES IN THE
INDIAN OCEAN
REGION.

A total of hundred electronic boards are installed in
various harbours across the nation providing advisories
to fisherman.
Potential Fishing Zone (PFZ) advisories were disseminated in eight Indian coastal languages as well as in
English and Hindi to 136 nodes spread along the coast of
India.
PFZ advisories are particularly beneficial to artisanal, motorised and small mechanised sector fishermen
engaged in pelagic fishing with ring seining, gill netting,
etc. On an average, the success rate of PFZ advisories varied between 70 to 80%.
To educate the fishermen on how to use the PFZ advisories and get benefited, 105 workshops/ awareness
campaigns were conducted at various fishing villages.
The National Tsunami Early Warning Centre
(NTEWC) operated on 24x7 basis. It detected and reported 165 major earth quakes during April 2009 – March
2010.
come relief to the fishing com- proved fish catch and the qualmunity in Kerala. The benefits ity of life of fishermen rising
are already visible with im- by many notches.”

Singareni Coal Mines
suffer 600crore loss
Hyderabad: The 35 day strike
conducted by the miners of
the Singereni Coal Mines,
took the entire southern
peninsula by storm. Many
areas all over south India, suffered major power cuts thanks
to the strike conducted by the
miners at the Singareni mines.
Not to forget the Singareni
corporation itself suffered a
loss of Rs 600 crores.
On one hand the AP Genco
coal reserves have been wiped
out, resulting in power cuts
experienced during the sum-

14-day remand for MLA
OUR BUREAU
Adilabad: Mudhol MLA T
Venugopala Chary was sent to
a 14-day judicial remand at
Nirmal town in the district on
Tuesday, in connection with
the bandh case.
As part of Monday’ Telangana bandh call given by
Telangana Joint Action Committee (TJAC) in protest

Gudivada (Krishna): In a
but to the shipping, fishing,
shocking development, the pooffshore industries, ports and
lice here have uncovered the
harbours as well as for navy
kidnap and found that the 12and Coast Guard.
year-old child was buried bruDr N C Anil Kumar, Scientally. The police have opened
tist, Kerala State Remote
the grave and collected the
Sensing and Environment
body of the child, after arrestCentre sums up the work by
ing the accused. The incident
Incois beautifully, “The warn- Scientists at the Tsunami Early Warning Centre. touched every heart who came
ing system has come as a wel- (Photos: Abbas)
to know about it. According to
the police, a Class VI student,
Anvesh Chandra, was found
missing from his school on
September 23 in Gudivada.
Later in the evening his school
bag and bicycle were found
near the railway station. The
police registered a complaint
the gathering, JAC convenor
OUR BUREAU
and started investigation.
A Kishore said they were folMeanwhile, Anvesh’s father,
Visakhapatnam: Girl stu- lowing Gandhian path in orVenkat Ramesh, received a
dents, under the aegis of the ganising agitations unlike
OUR BUREAU
Hyderabad: Ridiculing the more the Chief Engineer four hundred km railway
phone call asking him to bring
Joint Action Committee Telanganites.
The government should act claims made by The Hans noted that the works are track as per the estimated Kakinada: Activists of Tel- Rs 10 lakh in return. The kid(JAC), organised a dharna in
front of the AS Raja College tough on those resorting to vi- India, the Roads and Build- being executed as per the cost.” Moreover, the people ugu Vidhyatri staged a nappers have asked him to keep
at MVP Colony in the city de- olence and creating hardships ings Chief Engineer Mr Ja- quality standards stipulated are willing to know what the protest demanding the gov- the money in a bag and throw
gannatha Rao observed that under the stipulated agree- consultants had in mind ernment to keep the state it from the running train bemanding arrest of Telangana to the people.
when quoting the figure. united and not yield to the tween Khammam and WaranNGOs Association district the reports on the technical ment.
JAC leader Prof. KodanFurthermore the Chief The amount surpasses all demand of Telangana pro- gal. Accordingly, Ramesh had
daram and Telangana Rashtra secretary T Gopala Krishna violations and the so called
Samithi president K Chan- and GVMC Employees’ scam were technically and Engineer scoffed at5 the common sense, an astound- tagonist, Kalvakuntla Chan- done the same anticipating that
idea of horizontal curves ing 1358.19 crores… if a dra Sekharao.
the kidnappers would release
drasekhar Rao for instigating Union president P Ramesh factually incorrect.
The Chief Engineer ob- stating that, “ Well designed rupee were this cheap, then
people in Telangana to de- were among those who particThe Samaikyandra ac- his son. However, there was no
served that the 207 km proj- curves with proper eleva- it better be compared with tivists formed a human sign of his son coming back.
stroy public assets. Addressing ipated in the programme.
ect would cost around tion and transition lengths Afghan currency.
It was then, he had alerted
chain at the main road juncThe general public too are tion in the town on Tuesday. the police about the phone call,
1358.19 Crores as per the are required to make the
measures concerning Inter- roads safe.” He added that miffed by the fact that such They alleged that All India following which the police
national Competitive Bid- there were no violations in vast amounts are being Congress
Committee started investigation. They
planning engineering and spent on expansion projects, (AICC) president Sonia found that the calls were made
ding.
It must also be noted that execution of the project. whbile the basics always Gandhi and Telangana Ras- from the mobiles which were
the Government has not re- Concerning land acquisi- seem to be conveniently ig- tra Samithi chief k Chandra purchased by an Intermediate
leased any funds from VJF tion, he noted that it would nored.
Sekharao are hatching a student, V Chandrasekhar. The
Concerning the fact that conspiracy to split the State. police, during the course of inso far. Moreover, the project be done only by the R& B
the project was being taken
was given to the lowest bid- department.
They warned the govern- vestigation found that ChanThe tongue in cheek re- up on the PPP mode alone ment that they would inten- drasekhar had purchased 22
der ( Gayatri Consortium)
at a price of Rs 454 crores. marks apart many are baf- gives room to a lot of con- sify the protest to press for sims of different companies by
S for the design of the proj- fled by the fact that a 207 templation.
the demand to keep the state producing fake documents.
Even the toll tax would be unified.
ect it would be conducted km road widening project
After laying their hands on
by the Consessionaire as would cost as much as taken up by the developer.
Leaders of the organisa- Chandrasekhar, the police have
The dirty work, including tion maintained that the
per the specifications and 1358.19 crores.
There are many who be- the acquisition of land state would prosper in all
norms fixed by the government. Further more he lieve that it is an astounding would be done by the R&B spheres only if it is kept
Students of AS Raja College staging a dharna in support added that the loss of Rs amount. One particular for- the profits would be raked in unbifurcated. Students in
of Samaikyandhra in Visakhapatnam on Tuesday. (Hans 800 crores to exchequer was mer SE of the Railways ob- by the developing partner. large numbers participated
Photo)
rather imagined. Further- served, “One could lay a All is well that ends well.
in the protest.
Summary of observation
recorded at 8.30 hours IST
18 October 2011
pointed out in The Hans Prasada Rao said that the
Isolated rain occurred over
India report. Experts say government had taken a seCoastal Andhra Pradesh
that reducing the width of rious view of the expose and
and Rayalaseema. While
the median was violation that he would react after a
dry weather prevailed over
of rules and standards pre- detailed meeting with the ofTelangana region.
Continued on Page 1
ficials in a day or two. On
scribed in IRC.
Forecast & Farmers'
He noted that if the amount of black
In the rejoinder, the offi- Tuesday, he held a meeting
up when a two-lane road is lay as many as 19 services
weather bulletin valid
money swallowed by the Congress Continued on Page 1
until the morning of 19
and UPA were to be recovered, it But the government is show- converted into four-lane. As roads in the agreement. It cials clarified that the con- with AP Road Development
(APRDC)
October 2011
would cover the costs for our na- ing the cost of the road as Rs per the Indian Road Con- also says that the vehicles are tract was not awarded on Corporation
Light to moderate rain or
tional budget at least for a few years. 6.56 crore per km based on gress (IRC) rules, the desir- expected to slow down to nomination basis as reported Managing Director B Rathundershowers
would
Speaking on the thrust against the original cost of Rs able radius for every avoid accidents. Interest- in the newspaper. The com- jagopal Reddy and state
occur at a few places over
corruption, Advani said that the BJP 1358.19 crore without taking horizontal and vertical curve ingly, it also suggests that pany has been chosen under Chief Engineer (state highCostal Andhra Pradesh
and its allies were all for a fair and the interest component into is 400 metres and minimum The Hans India educate the international competitive ways) V Rama Rao at the
length 180 metres. It is not people to follow the traffic bidding. The Government Secretariat.
and Rayalaseema. Mainly
transparent government. He added consideration.
The officials also told this
The government claims followed in the case of Rajiv rules and drive the vehicles also allocated Rs 454 crore
dry weather will prevail
that his party would do its best to exover Telangana.
pose more such scams that had been that it had followed the stan- Rahadari resulting in in- within the stipulated speed as Viability Gap Fund correspondent that the de(VGP) to the concessionaire. partment on its own did not
Forecast for Hyderabad
rocking the nation. A grateful Ad- dards prescribed by the In- creased number of curves,” limits!
Our expert team says that do any technical study and
The Hans India investigaDistrict and Neighborvani said that he had received a good dian Road Congress (IRC) they added.
In the first rejoinder, the tion revealed that there was there was no specific men- instead went by the technohood:
deal of support from the general while laying roads and the
road upgradation was being government admitted that no clear identification in the tion whether the bidder economic feasibility report
Sky condition would be
public on the corruption issue.
generally cloudy. Rain or
Later, Mr Advani declared in taken up in accordance with some sharp curves were not agreement about the villages sought VGP as grant or prepared by the Bengaluruthundershowers
could
Nizamabad that the BJP will extend the Manual of Specification being improved due to land where the service roads under revenue sharing from based private consultant occur in parts of city. Maxits support if the bill for Telangana and Standards. But The acquisition and technical would be laid by Gayatri toll tax collection. However, Feedback Ventures. The conimum and Minimum temStatehood is introduced in the win- Hans India expert team constraints as reported in Projects Limited. Second, the government claims that sultant had made only a field
peratures would be around
ter session of Parliament. Consid- comprising former R and B this newspaper but this as- there were no display boards it had appointed Louis study for more than one year
34 & 20 degrees Celsius reering that the proposed Bill could be Chief Engineer N Raghu- pect was removed in the sec- anywhere on the 207- km Berger International Inc as to prepare the report.
The officials added that
spectively.
enacted by 2012, he said there was rama Reddy, G Simhagiri, ond rejoinder, apparently as stretch to advise the mo- independent engineer to
Weather Report for 19 Ocno reason for people to commit sui- K Pitchi Reddy and G Vas- an after-thought, and stated torists about the speed lim- monitor the quality of the the department had preworks continuously as per pared a proposal to lay byanth who visited the Rajiv that the horizontal and verti- its.
tober 2011
cides for the cause of Telangana.
However, the government the standards specified in the pass at four places -Hyderabad- Partly cloudy
If the Centre could unearth the Rahadari said that technical cal geometrics were being
P r a g n a p u r - Pe d d a p a l l i sky with possibility of rain
black money stashed away in Swiss faults were found at several improved in accordance has admitted, in the rejoin- concession agreement.
While the officials were Kuknurpally and Sultanpur
or Thunderstorm. The
banks, the money could be produc- places as the sharp curves with the IRC norms wher- der, that the median is being
provided at 1.5 metre length trying to justify that there at an additional cost of Rs
maximum and minimum
tively used to build infrastructure were not smoothened. “Ac- ever required.
Regarding the issue of instead of the prescribed 4.5 was nothing wrong in the 35 crore. This proposal
temperatures would be
and provide basic amenities in six cording to the rules, it is
around 35 and 21 degree
lakh villages throughout the country, mandatory that geometric service roads, the rejoinder metre. This was one of the Rajiv Rahadari, Minister for would be submitted to the
that
was Roads and Buildings D minister, they said.
improvements must be taken said it was contemplated to irregularities
he said.

Students hold dharna
demanding arrest of KCR

All’s well, says
R&B Department

Protest to
keep state
unified

against the arrest of MLAs
and MPs, Mr Venugopala
Chary along with supporters
allegedly went around Nirmal
town forcing a shop owner to
down his shutters.
Based on a complaint, police registered a non-bailable
case against Mr Chary and
produced him in court. The
judge ordered a 14-day judicial remand for him.

Kidnapped child
killed, cops arrest
accused
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

men are given advice in
vernacular language on not
only when it is safe to go for
fishing but also the location
where schools of fish will be
available. Dr Srinivas says,
“There are more than 60,000
users of the service and there
has been an increase in catch
to the tune of more than four

mer. It must be noted that ove
1,00,000 tonnes of coal procured from Singareni is used
for the thermal projects across
the State and the southern
parts of the country. As of
now, only 50,000 tonnes of
coal is being dug out. Moreover out of the 67,000 strong
work force at Singareni only
15,000 are coming to work.
All said and done the Telangana issue has really stirred
the coolies at Singareni, who
have gone all out to ensure
that their presence is felt.

unraveled the kidnap scene and
found that Class X students
Venkateswara
Rao
and
Karthik, besides Arjun and
Chandrasekhar have kidnapped Anvesh at the behest of
Prabhu Kumar. They took him
to Prabhu Kumar’s house immediately after kidnapping the
child. They have dropped the
cycle and school bag at the railway station to divert the attention of the police and parents.
They also tied up the child and
closed his mouth with a plaster,
while they bargained with his
father over phone. Meanwhile,
the child died of suffocation.
Shocked at this, the kidnappers
stuffed Anvesh’s body in a
gunny bag and buried it in the
backyard of Prabhu Kumar’s
house.
The police have recovered
the body from the grave and
sent it to the government hospital for postmortem. It was
later handed over to his parents
who took it to their village at
Kowthavaram in Gudlavalleru
mandal.
The police suspect that the
kidnappers, particularly Prabhu
Kumar had some cash transactions with Anvesh’s father
Venkatesh, who had made a lot
of money through various
forms including cricket betting.
It is said that Venkatesh, a
school teacher, used Prabhu
Kumar and the other youth students for organizing cricket betting in the area from internet
cafes. However, he did not pay
them well after every successful
deal. This is said to be the reason for Prabhu Kumar and others to kidnap Anvesh and get
their money back. The police
are investigating into the case.

WEATHER

Advani in
Nizamabad

MORE MUD

Celsius respectively.
Visakhapatnam- Sky condition would be generally
cloudy. The maximum and
minimum
temperatures
would be around 33 and 25
degree Celsius respectively.
Vijayawada- Partly cloudy
sky with thundery development. The maximum and
minimum
temperatures
would be around 34 and 23
degree Celsius respectively.
Tirupati- Sky condition
would be partly cloudy.
Rainfall and thunder
storms could occur in part
of City. The maximum and
minimum
temperatures
would be around 34 and
24 Degree Celsius.
Warangal- Isolated rain or
thundershowers. The maximum and minimum temperatures would be around
34 and 23 Degree Celsius.

